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Notorious It Girl 2 Cecily Von Ziegesar
'Welcome to New York's Upper East Side, where my friends and
I all live in huge, fabulous apartments and go to exclusive
private schools. It's a luxe life, but someone's got to live
it.' This is the second book in the internationally
bestselling series - now a major TV series.
Fans of Incarceron by Catherine Fisher and Variant by
Robison Wells won't want to miss this magnetic first book in
a gripping dystopian sci-fi series. Marie Lu, New York Times
bestselling author of the Legend trilogy, raves that Taken
is "an action-packed thrill ride from beginning to end.
More, please!" Gray Weathersby has grown up expecting to
disappear at midnight on his eighteenth birthday. They call
it the Heist—and it happens to every boy in Claysoot. His
only chance at escape is to climb the Wall that surrounds
Claysoot. A climb no one has ever survived . . .
“A poignant, tender story of families and sisters divided by
the cruelty of political chance–my heart ached for them on
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every page." Kate Quinn, New York Times bestselling author
of The Alice Network
My name is Tegan Oglietti, and on the last day of my first
lifetime, I was so, so happy. Sixteen-year-old Tegan is just
like every other girl living in 2027--she's happiest when
playing the guitar, she's falling in love for the first
time, and she's joining her friends to protest the wrongs of
the world: environmental collapse, social discrimination,
and political injustice. But on what should have been the
best day of Tegan's life, she dies--and wakes up a hundred
years in the future, locked in a government facility with no
idea what happened. Tegan is the first government guinea pig
to be cryonically frozen and successfully revived, which
makes her an instant celebrity--even though all she wants to
do is try to rebuild some semblance of a normal life. But
the future isn't all she hoped it would be, and when
appalling secrets come to light, Tegan must make a choice:
Does she keep her head down and survive, or fight for a
better future? Award-winning author Karen Healey has created
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a haunting, cautionary tale of an inspiring protagonist
living in a not-so-distant future that could easily be our
own.
A Trivial Comedy for Serious People
The It Girl #5: Lucky
I Like It Like That
For Your Eyes Only
The Carlyles
Get out your platinum Montblanc pens, Chloe satchels, and cashmere cardigans: it's a
brand new year on the Upper East Side and the notorious Carlyle triplets are taking
Manhattan by storm. It's going to be another wild and wicked year, and I'll be there to
whisper all the juicy secrets... You know you love me, Gossip Girl www.gossipgirl.net
Popular Gossip Girl character Jenny Humphrey is leaving Constance Billard to attend
Waverly Academy, an elite boarding school in New York horse country where glamorous
rich kids don't let the rules get in the way of an excellent time. Determined to leave her
Manhattan past behind her, Jenny sets off to Waverly with big plans of reinventing herself.
She'll be a goddess--she's a sophisticated city girl, after all!--and will find a boy who can
properly worship her. But that's going to be a little tricky since her self-absorbed new
roommates, Callie Vernon and Brett Messerschmidt, aren't exactly there to help--unless
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there's something in it for them. Hot guys, new intrigue, and more delicious gossip all add
up to more trouble than ever for Jenny. But if getting caught with boys and going up
against the Disciplinary Committee is what it takes, Jenny's ready. She'll do all that and
more to be The It Girl.
As Valentine's Day approaches, the students at Waverly Academy are paired up by an
online personality survey designed to find their soul mates, but it leaves most students
wondering if they will ever find their perfect match.
And as streams of light fan out behind the darkened sun like the wings of a butterfly, I
realize that I never saw real beauty until now. At Moon Shadow, an isolated campground,
thousands have gathered to catch a glimpse of a rare and extraordinary total eclipse of the
sun. It's also were three lives are about to be changed forever: Ally likes the simple things
in life--labyrinths, star-gazing, and comet-hunting. Her home, the Moon Shadow
campground, is a part of who she is, and she refuses to imagine it any other way. Popular
and gorgeous (everybody says so), Bree is a future homecoming queen for sure. Bree
wears her beauty like a suit of armor. But what is she trying to hide? Overweight and
awkward, jack is used to spending a lot of time alone. But when opportunity knocks, he
finds himself in situations he never would have imagined and making friends in the most
unexpected situations. Told from three distinct voices and perspectives, Wendy Mass
weaves an intricate and compelling story about strangers coming together, unlikely
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friendships, and finding one's place in the universe.
I Even Funnier
Because I'm Worth it
Only in Your Dreams
A Middle School Story
"Readers guide included"--Page 4 of cover.
Gossip Girl meets the Gilded Age in this delicious and compelling novel, the
second in the New York Times bestselling series from author Anna Godbersen.
As old friends become rivals, Manhattan’s most dazzling socialites find their
futures threatened by whispers from the past. In this delicious sequel to the New
York Times bestselling The Luxe, nothing is more dangerous than a scandal...or
more precious than a secret. True love. False friends. Scandalous gossip. This is
Manhattan, 1899. After bidding good-bye to New York’s brightest star, Elizabeth
Holland, rumors continue to fly about her untimely demise. All eyes are on those
closest to the dearly departed: her mischievous sister, Diana, now the family’s
only hope for redemption; New York’s most notorious cad, Henry Schoonmaker,
the flame Elizabeth never extinguished; the seductive Penelope Hayes, poised to
claim all that her best friend left behind—including Henry; even Elizabeth’s
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scheming former maid, Lina Broud, who discovers that while money matters and
breeding counts, gossip is the new currency. “Mystery, romance, jealousy,
betrayal, humor, and gorgeous, historically accurate details. I couldn’t put The
Luxe down!” —Cecily von Ziegesar, author of the #1 New York Times bestselling
Gossip Girl series
In James Patterson's follow-up to I Funny, middle schooler Jamie Grimm is ready
for the national comedy semi-finals. . . but when his family and friends need his
help, will he have to put his dreams on hold? In this follow up to the #1 New York
Times bestseller I Funny, middle schooler Jamie Grimm has big dreams of being
the best stand-up comic in the world-and he won't let the fact that he's wheelchairbound stand in his way. After winning the New York state finals in the Planet's
Funniest Kid Comic Contest, Jamie's off to Boston to compete in the national
semi-finals. But when one of his best buddies runs into trouble at school and a
sudden family health scare rears its head, Jamie has to put his comedic
ambitions on hold and stand by the people he cares about. Can Jamie pass up
the big competition for the sake of his friends and family?
True: Delly Pattison likes surpresents (presents that are a surprise). The day the
Boyds come to town, Delly's sure a special surpresent is on its way. But lately,
everything that she thinks will be good and fun turns into trouble. She's never
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needed a surpresent more than now. True: Brud Kinney wants to play basketball
like nothing anybody's ever seen. When the Boyds arrive, though, Brud meets
someone who plays like nothing he's ever seen. True: Ferris Boyd isn't like
anyone Delly or Brud have ever met. Ferris is a real mysturiosity (an extremely
curious mystery). True: Katherine Hannigan's first novel since her acclaimed Ida
B is a compelling look at the ways friendships and truths are discovered. It's all
true ( . . . sort of).
You Know You Love Me
When We Wake
Wither
Dark Horses
Adored
Chronicles the spring break activities of two wealthy teenagers, Serena and Blair,
and their group of friends, all of whom attend exclusive private schools in
Manhattan.
Follows of the lives of Blair, Serena, and their wealthy Manhattan friends during
the summer following high school graduation.
New friends Jenny Humphrey and Tinsely Carmichael are determined to snap
Callie Vernon out of her funk, so they head to New York City for some R&R, in
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this eighth novel in the scandalous "New York Times"-bestselling series.
It's Thanksgiving break at exclusive Waverly Academy, and everybody's feeling
thankful . . . for the long weekend. New BFFs Jenny Humphrey and Tinsley
Carmichael are determined to snap their glum but still uberstylish roomie Callie
Vernon out of her funk-it's been weeks since her boyfriend Easy Walsh was
kicked out of school, and they're sick of her moping. The plan: head to NYC for
some R & R! And some SS (serious shopping). But the girls quickly discover that
a quiet holiday is not in store for them. A cozy Thanksgiving dinner turns into a
three-day party with a few of their classmates-and some irresistible mystery
guests. Jenny meets Mr. Right but is determined not to fall in love for the fourth
time this fall. Tinsley has her own holiday mission: to win back adorable freshman
Julian McCafferty. And Callie is holding out for Easy . . . which is hard to do with
a cute college boy following her around. Brett Messerschmidt is missing in actionforced to spend Thanksgiving in her family's tacky Jersey McMansion. But
drama's on the menu at the dinner table. And maybe love too. Forget turkey and
stuffing. When you're an It Girl, a holiday is just another excuse to break out the
bubbly.
The It Girl #1
Taken
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The Beach Club
Every Soul a Star
An It Girl Novel
It ends with a bang! While Queen B has returned to the lap
of luxury, she's keeping on the down-low to exact her sweet
revenge on everyone who wronged her. But when she outs
little J's secret at the school auction - going so far as to
involve the police - V thinks the Queen has gone too far and
leaks clips of the film she's been making showcasing B's
domestic talents. Now V has disappeared, and B is left to
pick through the wreckage of her high school career as
everyone is gearing up for the next stage of their lives.
Are there any relationships left for B to salvage as she
faces the future?
Jenny Humphrey arrived at elite Waverly Academy with dreams
of turning herself into the sophisticated, awe-inspiring
Jenny she's always wanted to be. And it's finally, finally
happening! She's even rooming with the two most popular
girls in school, Callie Vernon and Brett Messerschmidt, and
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bunking in the notorious Tinsley Carmichael's old bed.
Coolness is rubbing off on her, even while she sleeps! Okay,
so Callie almost got Jenny kicked out of Waverly on her
first night there, but there's a bright side. Like Callie's
shaggy-haired boyfriend, Easy Walsh, who just can't seem to
focus on his girlfriend anymore. Now everyone is gossiping
about boyfriend-stealing Jenny. They can't help but whisper:
Jenny's it. But who's that flying in on her seaplane? After
getting expelled last year, Tinsley's back and she's not
about to let some big-chested, rosy-cheeked city-girl get
all the attention. And she's certainly not going to let
Callie and Brett forget that she took the fall for them. Now
it's their turn. Is Waverly big enough for Jenny, Callie,
Brett, and Tinsley? They're all beautiful, captivating, and
a little bit crazy . . . but there can be only one It Girl.
The Luxe is the first book in the New York Times bestselling
Luxe series by Anna Godbersen. In a world of luxury and
deception, where appearance matters above everything and
breaking the social code means running the risk of being
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ostracized forever, five teenagers lead dangerously
scandalous lives. This thrilling trip to the age of
innocence is anything but innocent. Pretty girls in pretty
dresses, partying until dawn. Irresistible boys with
mischievous smiles and dangerous intentions. White lies,
dark secrets, and scandalous hook-ups. This is Manhattan,
1899. Beautiful sisters Elizabeth and Diana Holland rule
Manhattan's social scene. Or so it appears. When the girls
discover their status among New York City's elite is far
from secure, suddenly everyone—from the backstabbing
socialite Penelope Hayes to the debonair bachelor Henry
Schoonmaker to the spiteful maid Lina Broud—threatens
Elizabeth's and Diana's golden future. With the fate of the
Hollands resting on her shoulders, Elizabeth must choose
between family duty and true love. But when her carriage
overturns near the East River, the girl whose glittering
life lit up the city's gossip pages is swallowed by the
rough current. As all of New York grieves, some begin to
wonder whether life at the top proved too much for this
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ethereal beauty, or if, perhaps, someone wanted to see
Manhattan's most celebrated daughter disappear... “Mystery,
romance, jealous, betrayal, humor, and gorgeous,
historically accurate details. I couldn’t put The Luxe
down!” —Cecily von Ziegesar, author of the #1 New York Times
bestselling Gossip Girl series
Jenny Humphrey has attended some crazy parties at Waverly
Academy, but none as hot as the bash at Miller farm, where
the barn went up in flames. Literally. So when Dean
Marymount announces that someone is going to be expelled,
it's every owl for him- and herself. Tensions are rising,
rumors are flying, and pretty soon everyone is a suspect.
Jenny is worried about her adorable, shaggy-haired new
crush, Julian, whose lighter was found at the scene of the
crime. Callie is afraid she and Easy will both get kicked
out, because they were in the barn-together-when it caught
fire. And Tinsley knows she'll take the heat for organizing
the wild party in the first place.Luckily she's come up with
a way to keep from getting in trouble: by blaming Jenny. Of
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course. After all, Waverly's girls always fight fire with
fire. But watch out, ladies-in a battle like this, someone's
bound to get burned.
Fish in a Tree
A Biography of Thomas and Jane Carlyle
A Rogue of One's Own
The Luxe
Gossip Girl: The Manga
Since Jenny arrived at Waverly Academy and set out on her mission to
become it, she's certainly made an impact! From stealing her roommate's
boyfriend to making an enemy of the notorious Tinsley Carmichael, she's
always given the girls something to talk about. But old rivalries are about to
make way for new friendships as Dumbarton's residents embrace the
sharing-is-caring vibe at the newly founded Women of Waverly club. There
are some pretty juicy topics up for discussion and even juicier topics being
kept under wraps. For now...
ONE SUMMER in the French countryside, among sun-kissed fields of
lavender . . . ANOTHER SUMMER in upstate New York, along familiar roads
that lead to surprises . . . When Summer Everett makes a split-second
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decision, her summer divides into two parallel worlds. In one, she travels to
France, where she's dreamed of going: a land of chocolate croissants,
handsome boys, and art museums. In the other, she remains home, in her
ordinary suburb, where she expects her ordinary life to continue — but
nothing is as it seems. In both summers, she will fall in love and discover
new sides of herself. What may break her, though, is a terrible family
secret, one she can't hide from anywhere. In the end, it might just be the
truth she needs the most. From New York Times bestselling author Aimee
Friedman comes an irresistible, inventive novel that takes readers around
the world and back again, and asks us what matters more: the journey or
the destination.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Gossip Girl series, a
deliciously irresistible novel chronicling a year in the life of four families in
an upscale Brooklyn neighborhood as they seek purpose, community, and
meaningful relationships—until one unforgettable night at a raucous
neighborhood party knocks them to their senses. Welcome to Cobble Hill.
In this eclectic Brooklyn neighborhood, private storms brew amongst four
married couples and their children. There’s ex-groupie Mandy, so
underwhelmed by motherhood and her current physical state that she
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fakes a debilitating disease to get the attention of her skateboarding, exboyband member husband Stuart. There’s the unconventional new school
nurse, Peaches, on whom Stuart has an unrequited crush, and her
disappointing husband Greg, who wears noise-cancelling
headphones—everywhere. A few blocks away, Roy, a well-known, newly
transplanted British novelist, has lost the thread of his next novel and his
marriage to capable, indefatigable Wendy. Around the corner, Tupper, the
nervous, introverted industrial designer with a warehose full of prosthetic
limbs struggles to pin down his elusive artist wife Elizabeth. She
remains…elusive. Throw in two hormonal teenagers, a ten-year-old
pyromaniac, a drug dealer pretending to be a doctor, and a lot of hidden
cameras, and you’ve got a combustible mix of egos, desires, and secrets
bubbling in brownstone Brooklyn. Smart, sophisticated, yet surprisingly
tender, Cobble Hill is highly entertaining portrait of contemporary family life
and the colorful characters who call Brooklyn home.
A poetic, gifty offering that combines first love, friendship, and persistent
courage in this lyrical immigration story told in verse. Carrying just a
suitcase and an old laundry bag filled with clothes, Kasienka and her
mother are immigrating to England from Poland. Kasienka isn't the
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happiest girl in the world. At home, her mother is suffering from a broken
heart as she searches for Kasienka's father. And at school, Kasienka is
having trouble being the new girl and making friends. The only time she
feels comforted is when she's swimming at the pool. But she can't quite
shake the feeling that she's sinking. Until a new boy swims into her life, and
she learns that there might be more than one way to stay afloat. The Weight
of Water is a coming-of-age story that deftly handles issues of immigration,
alienation, and first love. Moving and poetically rendered, this novel-inverse is the story of a young girl whose determination to find out who she
is prevails.
A Novel
Never Seduce A Scoundrel
Cobble Hill
Gossip Girl: The Carlyles
The It Girl #6: Tempted
Analyzes the Salem Witch Trials to offer key insights into the role of
women in its events while explaining how its tragedies became
possible.
"Ally's greatest fear is that everyone will find out she is as dumb as
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they think she is because she still doesn't know how to read"-From Park Avenue parties to piña coladas, no one rings in the new
year like Blair and Serena. The wickedly funny third book in the #1
New York Times bestselling series that inspired the original hit CW
show and the HBO Max series. It's Christmastime and Blair and
Serena are best friends again, and up to their old tricks -- partying
hard and breaking hearts from Park Avenue to the Caribbean. Blair's
mom and Cyrus are having their honeymoon in Salt Key. And when
school lets out for the holiday, Blair, Serena, Aaron, and company head
down there to blow off steam after their midterm exams. In between
piña coladas and topless sunbathing, Blair and Serena plot revenge on
super-jerk Chuck Bass. Everyone jets back to NYC for Serena's New
Year's party, during which Nate and Blair may or may not finally go all
the way . . . and Serena may or may not be discovered to be the secret
fling of Hollywood's hottest young leading man.
Merritt Wenner has been self-destructing ever since the tragic deaths
of her grandmother and her horse. After an epic all-night bender, she
walks out of the SAT and disappears. Her parents, looking for a quick
fix, ship her off to a residential equine-assisted therapy program. At
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Good Fences, Merritt meets Red: a failed racehorse and a terror in the
barn. Red has never bonded with anyone, but Merritt is not afraid of
him, which makes all the difference. Soon they're sneaking rides after
curfew. Red's owner, recognising their potential, funds their launch
into the hunter/jumper circuit.
True (. . . Sort Of)
Gossip Girl, The Carlyles #1
Devious: An It Girl Novel
The It Girl #7: Infamous
Unforgettable: An It Girl Novel
Chronicles the lives of Blair, Serena, and their friends during the last semester of their senior
year at their exclusive, Manhattan private schools.
In The Beach Club, the juicy first novel by talented newcomer Elin Hilderbrand, a series of
personal dramas are played out during one summer at a Nantucket Beach Club. It's about the
love of summer, summer love, and the special feelings we all have for that special summer
place--in this case, a hotel and an island. Mack Petersen, manager of the hotel, has been
working at The Beach Club for 12 summers. Only this summer is different. His boss, the owner
of the hotel, Bill Elliot, shows up in the spring with a new set of demands. His girlfriend Maribel
is pressing Mack to get married and Vance, the African-American bellman, who has hated Mack
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since the day Mack stole his job 12 years ago, threatens him in a deadly scene. Mack knows
something's got to give. Love O'Donnell, the new front desk person straight from the slopes of
Aspen, is desperately searching for a stranger to father her child. The bellman, Jem Crandall,
who posed as Mr. November in his college calendar, is on his way to LA to break into agenting,
until he falls in love with Maribel. Emotions are at a peak when a hurricane threatens to wash
away The Beach Club and all it stands for. An engrossing, sexy novel that will sweep you away
to the beach any time of the year.
When Jenny Humphrey confessed to a crime she didn't commit-starting the rampant fire that
burned down Miller Farm-she thought her life at elite Waverly Academy was over. But her lastminute escape from expulsion made her the most talked-about girl in school. What nobody
knows is who saved her. Now at the annual Halloween masquerade ball, Jenny has a plan to
unveil her secret admirer. Callie Vernon knows who her Prince Charming is: Easy Walsh. But
when he discovered she and Tinsley Carmichael tried to get Jenny kicked out, Easy dumped her
on the spot. Now Callie is dressing up as Cinderella in hopes of winning back his heart. Can she
convince him she's the one before the clock strikes midnight? Or will her glass slipper-and her
heart-be permanently broken? Everyone wants a fairytale ending. But there can only be one It
Girl. The sixth scandalous novel in the New York Times bestselling series about the naughty
hijinx at an elite East Coast boarding school.
Jenny Humphrey has left her Manhattan school to attend elite Waverly Academy in New York
horse country where glamorous rich kids don't let the rules get in the way of an excellent time.
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She will do anything to become The It Girl, and rooming with the two most popular girls in
school, Callie Vernon and Brett Messerschmidt, it finally seems to be happening. But when
notorious Tinsley Carmichael returns to find Jenny with her old friends and in her old bed, she's
determined not to let Jenny get all the attention... Is Waverly big enough for Jenny, Callie, Brett
and Tinsley? They're all beautiful, captivating, and a little bit crazy... but there can be only one
It Girl.
Two Summers
Rumors
Beautiful Disaster
Notorious: An It Girl Novel
A Gossip Girl Novel

She's Back.... After wasting away in a mental institution for a year and a half,
Ariana Osgood is finally back where she belongs. She has a new look, a new
name, and a new life -- all thanks to her former friend Briana Leigh Covington.
Now enrolled as a junior at the exclusive Atherton-Pryce boarding school just
outside of D.C., Ariana sleeps in Frette sheets, flirts with the captain of the
crew team, and gossips with the most beautiful girls on campus. She killed to
get back her life of privilege. Just how far will she go to keep it? From the
author of the bestselling Private novels comes a series about the dark world of
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wealth, secrets, and privilege.
The It Girl #1Poppy
Welcome to New York's Upper East Side, where the claws are about to come
out! Blair and Serena were BFFs...until Blair discovered that her boyfriend,
Nate, cheated on her with Serena! As if that wasn't enough, Serena then
disappeared without a word. Now she's back and trying to make amends with
Blair. Too bad Serena's former best friend has no intention of forgiving her.
After seeing Serena with her new boyfriend, Dan, Blair intends to respond in
kind! How far will she go to make a mess of Serena's life?
Jenny Humphrey could have lost everything she'd worked so hard for when the
reality show her adoring freshman fans were filming backfired on her in the
most publicly humiliating way...but it meant she found out who her friends
were - maybe Waverly is big enough for four IT girls?
The Girl Behind the Wall
Gossip Girl: The Manga, Vol. 3
The Weight of Water
Gossip Girl 2
The Importance of Being Earnest
Even a cloistered young heiress in medieval England has her reckless moments. . .
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Lord Oliver Bellecote has a way of bringing out the vixen in any woman. Any
woman, that is, but Cecily Foxe, an innocent flower destined for the abbey who
seems utterly immune to his charms. Or so he believes until the night they
accidentally meet in the pagan ruins of Foxe Ring, and Oliver discovers that "Saint
Cecily" is actually as tempting as sin. . . Cecily would like nothing more than to
forget her night of heated passion with the dangerously handsome Lord Bellecote.
But denial proves quite impossible when she is charged with tending his every need
during his stay at Fallstowe Castle. For only in his arms does she feel truly alive,
despite the deadly secrets that surround his past--and threaten their tenuous future.
. . Praise for Never Kiss a Stranger "Grothaus packs this medieval romance with
humor and suspense. . . Her departure from the formulaic sensuality of many
historical makes this tale a delightful read." –Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A
charming romance." –RT Book Reviews
After modern science turns every human into a genetic time bomb with men dying
at age twenty-five and women dying at age twenty, girls are kidnapped and married
off in order to repopulate the world.
Classic
The witches Salem, 1692
Gossip Girl: All I Want Is Everything
The It Girl #2: Notorious
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